
A humble treatise on the various sects within the cults of Ulric and Sigmar 

Ulricans 

Sons of Ulric - believe the Sigmarian Heresy and therefore seeks the downfall 

of the cult of Sigmar. Although they would welcome a revival of the other gods, 

they also consider that all lands north of the Stir and east of the Reik would 

constitute a Teutogen nation. The Sons of Ulric have come to an understanding that time is of 

the essence to achieve their goals before the prophesised coming of the Everwinter. 

According to Ulrican legend, the Final Battle of Reckoning will commence after the Eternal 

Flame of Ulric is extinguished and the entire world become enshrouded in a winter of no 

end. At that time, the race of Men will rise together to oppose the forces 

arrayed against Humanity, whilst Ulric leads his brother Taal and their 

sons (Manann and Mórr) to battle against the Ruinous Powers. 

Wolf kin - lunatics? No, those who become convinced of their own, or 

the world's, sinfulness take the path of the Wolf-Kin, berserk warriors who travel the 

northern Empire looking for trouble and then fighting it head-on. Loosely organised, and 

anyone can join, or even simply declare themselves to be one. They fight bravely against the 

enemies of the Empire, and many give their lives protecting small villages, or breaking an 

assault so other warriors can make orderly retreat and live to fight another day.  

True Fangs - A secret faction still promotes the Sigmarian Heresy, the belief that Sigmar is not 

a god, but a great hero whose reign was blessed by Ulric.  Clerics of Sigmar are at best dupes 

or, at worst, active allies of the Daemons who give them their powers.  This doctrine was 

outlawed as heresy by the Concordat of Nuln, 2304 I.C. 

ratified by the High Priests of Ulric and Sigmar. 

Brotherhood of the Axe - retain their role as protectors of the 

Teutogen clan and in particular their chiefs. Teutogens tend 

to succeed where others are overlooked, ignored, ot even 

shunned. Indeed, all Ar-Ulrics have been pure-blood 

Teutogens. Selected from the most pure-blooded and devout 

Ulricans in from the ranks of the Teutogen Guard, these men 

no know fear. No-one outside the mysterious Brotherhood is 

sure who controls it, but it is rumoured that Ar-Ulric himself 

may take orders from them. Most suspect the Brotherhood 

works to return tribal purity to the Ulrican cult. 

Ulrican brood - for centuries legends tell that certain followers have been venerated as 

incarnations of the Lord Ulric. Proof of these individuals’ latent supernatural powers was 

usually evidenced by certain physical traits such as copious amounts of hair all over their 

bodies, unusually long or thick nails, extra long teeth and/or ears. However appearance 

alone wasn’t the single means of distinguishing these marked ones. Specific forms of 

behaviour were often a clear indicator, such as nocturnal habits, a solitary temperament and 

moon gazing.  



Sigmarites 
 

Crimsonites - small fraternity whose members who believe that true peace and 

the strength of a united Empire can only be achieved if all citizens 

acknowledge the supremacy of the worship of Sigmar and abandon the other 

gods of the Empire. Though the Crimsonites do not tend towards violence, 

some of them are known for their fiery rhetoric and sermons 

 

Magnærans - secretly believe that Sigmar is the only true god. According to their 

interpretation that “old” gods were born of Chaos; only the Earth Mother 

predates the chaotic influence. The idea may have been inspired by the 

claims of certain scholars and “academic” wizards that all gods originate 

from the Realm of Chaos. To the Magnærans, Sigmar is the Chosen of the 

Earth Mother meant to lead and unite humankind in its battle against 

Chaos in all forms. Since the other gods are at best tainted by Chaos, their 

worship should be banned, and all should unite in the worship of the one 

true God. In the popular version, the Magnærans of course would 

describe the other gods as Daemons, although they did not themselves 

believe this to be the exact truth. Yet, according to Church strictures, the Taal-Rhya pantheon 

is acknowledged as pure and should be paid proper respect. 

So, when the Officium Arbitrorum exposed the Magnæran beliefs, 

the late Grand Theogonist Gludred III saw no choice but to 

excommunicate its leaders and dissolve the fraternity. Still, some 

claim he only did so because of political pressure. The idea 

remains a popular one amongst some of the more zealous clergy 

Flagellants - believe that by offering up their pain, they somehow 

please their Gods. Since the world is such a grim place, full of 

suffering, grief and bloodshed, they have no doubt that this is the 

preferred way of things to the Gods. Unless the people do penance 

for their ways, these preachers claim, Sigmar will destroy the whole world, or let the 

Ruinous Powers do so. 

 


